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DID YOU
KNOW?
The oldest country in
the world is the
Republic of San
Marino.

COUNTRY
FEATURE

WELCOME TO THE CLUB!
Here are our 2019-2020 Officers!
President: Wilkenson Germain
Vice-President: Matthew Hendrix
Secretary: Spring Olivares

TRIVIA!
What country has the
most daily newspapers
in the world?

Treasurer: Vanina Speciale
Marketing & Outreach: Sorena
Vargas

Answer: India

Welcome! We would like to
formally welcome you to our
organization and we hope you
enjoy what we have in store for
you. This is what you can expect to
see in the following weeks
Newsletters. It will usually consist of
a featured country, trivia, and
upcoming events. If there is
anything you would like to see in
the following newsletters, please
feel free to reach out to us!
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It’s hard to imagine not having sunshine in
Florida, but for people who live in Sweden,
not having sunlight is a common
occurrence in the Winter. In areas around
Stolkholm there can be around 5 1/2hrs of
sunlight a day, but for areas further north,
there are just 4 hours of twilight. The rest of
the time is spent in about 20 hours of
complete darkness. All is not lost though, in
February-March timeframe the light returns
bringing beautiful images of Spring Winter.
The best places to capture this is in the
Swedish mountains, where you can see the
world below blanketed by snow, and the
warm glow of towns in far off distances.

“The world is a book, and those who
do not TRAVEL read only one page”

Need ServiceLearning Hours?
Through volunteering at
events with the club, you can
hit some of your servicelearning hours while learning
about new cultures!

-St. Augustine

REASONS TO JOIN!

01

02

Meet students from
around the world!

Gain exposure to
new and exciting
cultures &
traditions!

03

04

Learn about StudyAbroad Opportunities!

Explore careers in
other countries!

Instagram: fgcu_internationalorg
Facebook: FGCU International
Organization
Or FGCU Intl Srvs

